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Positive experience with the new heavy-load jib: 
PALFINGER PK 100002 takes on special tasks for BKL 
 
Heavy-duty knuckle boom cranes are always at an advantage over classic vehicle cranes whenever 
flexibility and speed or unconventional solutions are required. The special geometry of the crane and 
its assembly on a traditional truck spare users the headache of acquiring permits, getting street 
closings, and having to plan far in advance. Even problematic scheduling between suppliers and 
crane vehicle get straightened out.  
 
PALFINGER loading cranes in the heavy-duty class are well prepared for difficult tasks. 
Technical highlights typical for this range of models include the long-standing Active Oscillation 
Suppression (AOS) system, the 10° over-extendable outer boom, the increased lifting capacity thanks 
to the High Power Lifting System (HPLS), the wide hydraulic stabilizers, and the endless slewing 
system. Many users, including BKL Construction Crane Logistics, based near Munich, have 
expanded their range of possible jobs by means of an assembly basket or a fly-jib  
 
 
Specialist for low access-ways: the heavy-load jib 
 
In addition to the fly jib, PALFINGER now also offers a new heavy-load jib with a maximum carrying 
force of 8 tons. An extendable plug construction that always gets to work when seemingly 
insurmountable jobs need to get done quickly and economically. This additional load-bearing tool can 
be secured at 60° above and 80° below, allowing operators to again work upwards within a building. 
An advantage that no other truck loading crane has been able to meet.  
 
A typical on-the-job example: “Nymphenburger Höfe” – a large construction site in the middle of 
Munich. Work is in full swing on the interior of a recently completed office and apartment complex. 
Machinery that would otherwise be helpful, such as a construction crane or construction elevator, 
have long been dismantled. However, “Our door frames with a length of 2.5 meters don’t fit in the 
building’s elevator,” explains Rudolf Hacker from Hacker Türen, a company specializing in doors 
located just outside of Munich. “There’s no way we can carry the materials up the steps to the fifth or 
sixth floor. So now what are we supposed to do?” 
 



 

 
 
 

An ingenious solution! 
 
Time for a PK 100002 Performance with a lift moment of 92.2 meter-tons from BKL Baukran 
Logistik. But what makes matters even more difficult is the fact that on account of the height of 
the window frames it is not possible to use a fly jib, even though it is over-extendable by 25°. 
That’s why BKL employee Richard Wurmstätter also brings a heavy-load jib with him to the 
construction site on the bed of his MAN TGS 35.480. The crane is converted in no time and takes 
the heavy pallets from the truck. Richard Wurmstätter gets a clear view of the situation from the 
fifth floor and maneuvers the heavy-load jib and its load millimeter by millimeter through the 
window opening and places the material exactly where the construction workers need it. “For us, 
it’s a brilliant solution that we can use down the road for other projects,” remarks Rudolf Hacker 
full of enthusiasm.  
 
BKL primarily acquired the PK 100002 for maintenance and assembly work on the roughly 200 
construction cranes that the company rents throughout Germany. The loading cranes are mainly 
needed for the assembly of lower rotation tower cranes in order to lift the weighty cranes. But 
assembly work on factory buildings or the transportation of containers are also on the crane’s 
agenda. Just within the last year, BKL acquired four new PALFINGER cranes for these types of 
tasks and now has seven. When you’re in the market for a loading crane, it seems there’s just 
one place to look! 
 

 


